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This study investigates engineering students’ transitions from academic to professional environments by examining the role capstone design courses play in preparing graduates for the workplace. To better understand how capstone design experiences contribute to graduates’ professional preparation, we recruited participants from four different institutions as they completed multiple-semester project-based capstone design courses. We then followed them through their first three months of work using weekly quantitative surveys about participants’ work activities and perceived preparedness, and weekly reflective journal responses about significant challenges experienced. To analyze the data, we used a priori and emergent codes to identify challenges, strategies, and areas of transfer from capstone to work, in combination with frequency analysis to identify patterns across the data set. The results indicate that participants’ most significant challenges centered on self-directed learning and interpersonal communication, and that capstone courses played a key role in supporting professional preparation in these areas.
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1. Introduction

Capstone design courses were created in the latter part of the twentieth century specifically to bridge the gap between theoretically oriented engineering curricula and the pragmatic realities of engineering workplaces [1]. In preparing engineering students for the workplace, capstone courses provide unique opportunities for students to develop their professional identities and learn critical workplace skills in the context of real-world, open-ended projects. While existing research explores what and how students learn within capstone courses, we know much less about how these courses affect students’ transitions into the workplace—that is, whether the courses achieve their intent. The overarching goal of this study, then, is to better understand how and to what extent capstone design courses do (and do not) prepare students for engineering workplaces. Toward that goal, this study addresses two research questions:

1. What significant challenges do new engineers experience as they transition from academic engineering programs to professional engineering workplaces?
2. What strategies do these new engineers use to meet those challenges?
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To answer these questions, we use data from a larger project that follows participants from three mechanical engineering programs and one engineering science program from the end of their capstone design courses through their first year of work. In this paper, we focus specifically on participants’ first three months at work, as our data suggests that these initial months represent a critical transition period. Preliminary results of this work were presented at the 2018 Capstone Design Conference [2] and the 2018 ASEE Annual Conference & Exposition [3]; this manuscript integrates and expands those preliminary analyses.

2. Prior school to work literature

Engineering education scholars have long identified significant differences between the closed-ended mathematical problem solving that dominates most technical courses in U.S. engineering programs and the open-ended socio-technical work that dominates practitioners’ daily experiences in industry [2–5]. That is, the vast majority of engineering coursework in most U.S. institutions involves lecture-based courses focused on technical concepts (e.g., statics, fluids, thermodynamics), in which students learn through homework assignments focused on decontextualized, closed-ended problem sets with single correct answers [2, 3]. In practice, however, engineering work is characterized by complex team-based engagement in open-ended problems with often-competing constraints shaped as much by economic factors as technical ones [4, 6–8]. In looking specifically at design practices in school and at work, Lauff and colleagues identified significant differences in design approaches (linear versus non-linear), post-project product trajectory, and how these two groups organize around technical objects [9].

These persistent differences between school and work result in a skills gap between engineering graduates’ capacities and industry expectations - a gap that has endured from the latter half of the twentieth century [1] through the 2010s. In a report from 2013, for example, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers [10, 11] cites gaps in new graduates’ practical experience, systems perspectives, project management, problem solving, and design. Capstone design courses emerged as one mechanism to address the school/work gap in response to industry concerns and corresponding shifts in accreditation requirements [1]; graduates from accredited engineering programs must have significant culminating design experience that integrates their prior coursework [12]. Regular surveys of capstone instructors beginning in the late 1990s highlight the ways in which the faculty teaching these courses focus on embedding technical engineering into real-world team design environments, with an emphasis on communication, collaboration, project management, and related professional skills [13–16]. The most recent survey, in 2015, highlighted the increasing prevalence of two-semester capstone sequences and industry- or client-sponsored projects [15].

Capstone courses, however, are expensive endeavors in terms of staffing, time, and logistics. Client partners often provide both funding and industry mentors for projects; the courses themselves may have not only a course coordinator, but in the case of larger courses, individual faculty advisors for each team. With typical team sizes of 4–6 students, students and faculty both invest significant time in designing and building products that meet real-world needs [1]. Moreover, descriptions of capstone design courses abound in conferences such as the ASEE Annual Conference & Exposition, and researchers have explored teaching and learning in this environment, including work on desired outcomes [17, 18], assessment practices [19–21], student motivation [22], faculty teaching practices [23–27], and student learning [28]. Such work further emphasizes the time that capstone faculty put into coaching and mentoring students through realistic open-ended projects. It also points to the significant learning that students themselves report not only in engineering design, but also in seeking out and learning new content, engaging with diverse team members, communicating with a range of stakeholders (including both faculty and industry clients), and developing confidence in their own abilities as “real engineers.”

To date, however, little work has been done to understand the extent to which these resource-intensive courses achieve a key intended goal—preparing students for the transition to engineering work. While researchers have studied engineering courses and engineering workplaces independently, far less work has examined students’ transitions from one to the other. Perhaps the most prominent among such studies is the Engineering Pathways Study (EPS), which built on the Academic Pathways Study to follow students through their undergraduate programs into their careers. EPS has provided important insights into the career pathways individuals follow as they navigate personal and professional goals [29–32].

Focusing more closely on the transition to work, Korte [33] examined newcomer engineers’ socialization practices. His results emphasized social relationships, particularly in local work groups, as critical in supporting this transition. Brunhaver et al. extended Korte’s original study to examine the
ways in which employee education, help from both managers and coworkers, and camaraderie at work all could either help or hinder new engineers’ transitions, depending on the nature of those factors [34]. In a similar vein, Lutz [34] examined what new engineers learn during their first few months on the job; his findings identified significant learning with respect to both performance proficiency (i.e., learning what the job itself entailed and how to do it) and sociocultural integration (i.e., coming to understand the company’s goals and history, the office dynamics, the jargon, and related issues).

Looking more holistically at identity experiences as students shift from school to work, Huff et al. identified several critical themes related to the ways in which this transition enabled participants to embrace adult identities as practicing engineers, build personal identities outside of their work lives, and negotiate the tensions and contradictions between the demands of their personal and professional lives [35].

Collectively, these studies provide important windows into the early work experiences of new engineers and reinforce earlier studies on the gaps between these. While more work on these gaps is needed to continue to improve industry preparation in undergraduate education, we also need robust research to identify and understand what students do transfer—and thus what current educational practices effectively prepare students for engineering work. The present study addresses both goals by seeking to better understand both what challenges new engineers face and how they meet those challenges, with a focus on learning transfer from capstone design courses.

3. Methodology

As the authors have reported in detail elsewhere [2, 3, 36], this large multi-case study [37] uses a longitudinal design that combines intensive quantitative and qualitative survey data over participants’ first twelve weeks of work with interviews at regular intervals throughout their first year of work. Participants were drawn from capstone programs at four different institutions.

3.1 Capstone sites studied

The geographically diverse research sites, summarized in Table 1, consist of three mechanical engineering programs, and one engineering science program. As one of the largest disciplines nationally and an archetypal design domain with a strong industry focus, mechanical engineering offers a useful study focus. The sites range in size from a small program graduating 35–45 students annually to larger programs with over 400 graduates per year. All programs include at least a full-year of senior design; one has a 4-semester sequence that begins in students’ junior year. All include industry-sponsored projects, though most include faculty-sponsored and competition projects as well. Finally, all use a course coordinator coupled with individual faculty and/or industry mentors assigned to each team. Team sizes range, but the average across institutions is 4–7 students per team. Table 1 provides a summary of the capstone course logistics.

In addition to sharing many course logistics, the four research sites also maintain a similar philosophy regarding the essential features for a capstone design experience: a professional workplace environment, applied design projects, teamwork, a combination of formal and informal written and oral documentation, multifaceted advising (sponsor and faculty), student responsibility and autonomy, and an emphasis on professional practice. The course coordinators intentionally model workplace practices and actively coach students on critical workplace skills and attitudes. Moreover, the primary learning objectives for all four sites are similar (Appendix 1). The capstone experiences at these four sites also match current trends in capstone design education, especially in 2-semester (or longer) course duration, projects sourced primarily from industry/government and faculty, multiple distinct projects in a given class, and course deliverables that include reports, presentations, design reviews, and product demonstrations [15].

3.2 Recruitment

Beginning in late spring 2017, we recruited participants from each program; recruitment included in-person or videoconference visits to courses and team meetings, followed by an email inviting participants to complete a screening survey that captured basic demographic information and career plans (e.g., whether participants had secured post-graduation employment as well as company size and major industry of their future employer). The full data set for this study includes 29 females and 33 males (self-reported gender classifications) interviewed prior to graduation. Of those included in this analysis, 37 participants self-identified as white or Caucasian, 12 as Asian or Asian American, 6 as underrepresented minorities, 4 as other, and 3 did not disclose. With respect to sites, across the three large institutions, the data set includes 20, 18, and 14 participants, respectively, with an additional 11 participants from the smaller site.

3.3 Data collection

This study’s full data set includes three forms of data collection for each participant: (1) background interviews conducted at the end of the capstone
course before participants began work, (2) twice-weekly surveys during participants’ first twelve weeks, and (3) interviews after 3, 6, and 12 months of work. Participants received gift cards for completing interviews and surveys. Importantly, to increase retention through the full year of the study, we allowed individuals to skip data collection points and prorated payment accordingly; survey payments were prorated based on the number of surveys completed, while the interviews were paid individually. Unless a participant explicitly chose to discontinue participation, they received invitations for subsequent phases even if they had missed a previous data collection point. While this approach means that there are gaps in the data for each individual participant, it also yielded a relatively high retention rate: of the 59 participants who began work, 30 completed the 12-month interview at the conclusion of the study. In addition, response rates were generally high overall; during the first twelve weeks, on average, participants responded to nine of the twelve quantitative surveys and nine of the twelve reflective surveys (additional details on response rates are available in [3]).

Data analysis for this paper focuses on the weekly surveys during the first twelve weeks of work. Participants received two separate surveys each week: a Likert-type perceived preparedness quantitative survey sent each Tuesday via Qualtrics and a short open-ended reflective survey sent each Thursday via email. To triangulate and deepen our understanding of participants’ challenges and strategies, we used the three-month interviews, which often provided more extended discussions of issues reported during the short weekly surveys.

The quantitative survey, informed by Experience Sampling Methodologies (ESM) [36, 38] asked participants to identify activities in which they had participated within the past week. The list of possible activities, as shown in Fig. 1, was selected based on common activities included in capstone design courses intended to replicate expected workplace practices; this list was then refined by the research team and a pilot survey phase to ensure coverage of
a wide range of workplace activities. For each activity participants checked, the survey asked a follow-up question about the degree to which participants felt prepared, using a 7-point scale with 7 being “Completely prepared” and 1 being “Completely unprepared.” Because not every participant completed every survey, the data set includes a total of 540 quantitative survey responses.

The reflective survey contained six questions each week exploring participants’ most significant challenge and the role their capstone experience played in preparing them for that experience. The prompts, as listed in Fig. 2, solicited in-depth descriptions of newcomers’ salient challenges.

3.4 Data analysis

The quantitative survey data were analyzed descriptively to provide general trends in participants’ work activities and perceived preparedness. Importantly, because participants were not required to complete every survey to remain in the study (as noted previously), we aggregated data by month rather than by week; we used data from all participants who provided quantitative survey responses during a given month. The results are reported descriptively because the size of the data set limits the usefulness and validity of any statistical comparisons. Perceived preparedness was analyzed in two ways: for each activity, we calculated (1) the overall average perceived preparedness over the first twelve weeks, and (2) the average of each participant’s lowest perceived preparedness score for each activity. This dual approach helped us understand both how prepared participants felt in general, and where and how they felt least prepared.

The qualitative data, including both the reflective survey responses and the interviews, were analyzed using both a priori and emergent codes [39]. The a priori coding scheme was based on Lutz and Paretti’s study of capstone design [28] which identified four categories of student-reported outcomes: engineering design, teamwork and communication, self-directed learning, and engineering identity. Based on our analysis, we modified “engineering design” to “technical work” to better capture the full range of activities our participants engaged in, and we identified a new emergent category, “adulting,” which refers to challenges pertaining to participants’ negotiating work/life balance and navigating non-work-related tasks (e.g., buying insurance). Table 2 summarizes these coding categories. Within each category, we then developed emergent codes to better understand the nuances of participants’ experiences; for example, challenges in Technical Work included emergent codes such as CAD software, software other than CAD, concept generation, and engineering calculations. The full codebook is provided in Appendix 2.

With respect to strategies, the coding process focused on generating emergent descriptive codes.

Fig. 1. Short Quantitative Survey Items.

Fig. 2. Weekly Journal Prompts.
from the data itself [39]. That is, our focus here was not to categorize the strategies or identify larger themes, but rather to describe how participants themselves reported meeting their workplace challenges. The only exception here was an explicit attention to the ways participants drew on their capstone design courses. “Drew on capstone” was an a priori code, and within that code, we applied the codes used for the significant challenges to explore in detail what aspects of participants’ capstone experiences they considered relevant to their significant workplace challenges.

Several members of the research team were trained and normed on the codebook to ensure inter-rater reliability. The coding team reviewed commonly coded documents to compare results; discrepancies were negotiated to consensus and the code definitions were updated accordingly. The coding team also held regular meetings to ensure ongoing consistency. The final excerpts were also reviewed by all of the project leads to ensure consistency.

It is important to note that reflective responses and interviews were coded differently. Because a key goal in our analysis of the reflective responses was to identify the frequency of significant challenges and strategies during the first three months, any individual code was applied only once for each reflective response (i.e., each week); that is, if a participant wrote about a teamwork challenge in response to question 1, but then elaborated on that same challenge later in the response, the code for that challenge was applied only once for that week’s reflective response. This approach allowed us to effectively track the frequency with which individual challenges or strategies occurred. Note, however, that within a given week, a participant may have described multiple intersecting challenges and/or strategies, and each challenge or strategy was coded. For example, learning to use a new piece of equipment would involve both a technical challenge (the equipment) and a self-directed learning challenge (learning new material).

In the interviews, however, the goal was to develop a more nuanced understanding of how participants experienced various challenges and strategies; as a result, codes were applied to segments throughout the interview. Thus, for example, if a participant described challenges communicating with her supervisor early in the interview, and then returned to that challenge at various points in the discussion, each point would be coded as a challenge in “interpersonal communication—manager”; this approach allowed us to use the interviews to enrich and expand the descriptions of each of the codes. As in the reflective responses, segments in the interview could also have overlapping codes whenever a given segment had dual themes (e.g., the respondent was referring to technical work that required self-directed learning).

3.5 Limitations

As with any study, while our approach to data collection yielded valuable qualitative descriptions of participants’ experiences, the data are limited in multiple ways. First, as noted, participants are drawn from three mechanical engineering programs and one engineering science program, and findings may not be fully transferable across all engineering disciplines or programs. (A cross-site analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, but will be the subject of future work.) Second, participants in this study are self-selected and the pool may thus be biased toward students who are more inclined to be self-reflective and more interested in recording and learning from their experiences. They may also be participants who viewed their capstone experiences positively, though the interviews conducted prior to graduation indicated that not all participants had positive team or project experiences (even if they perceived high value in the capstone course). Third, participating in the study may itself have influenced participants’ transition experiences; by asking our participants to reflect on their challenges and strategies, our data collection tools inherently changed their experiences. Fourth, as noted earlier,

### Table 2. Emerging Themes from Qualitative Data Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Definition: Challenges associated with</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical Work</td>
<td>. . . technical engineering work, including design, analysis, testing, software, and equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork &amp; Communication</td>
<td>. . . working in teams or communicating clearly, including formal and informal communication as well as interpersonal relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Directed Learning</td>
<td>. . . managing and monitoring one’s own activities at work, including time, attention, and knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Identity</td>
<td>. . . seeing oneself as an employee and/or engineer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adulting</td>
<td>. . . being an independent adult, including balancing personal and professional aspects of life as well as specific challenges associated with life outside of work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
we allowed participants to stay in the study even if they missed individual surveys or interviews; while this resulted in gaps in the data for individual participants, overall participant response rates remained high, as did retention through the longitudinal study. Despite these limitations, the richness and complexity of this data set has yielded critical insights into new engineers’ initial transitions from school to work.

4. Results

As noted in the previous section, our overall goal in this study is to better understand how and to what extent capstone design courses prepare students for engineering workplaces. Our findings address two research foci: the significant challenges that new engineers experience, and strategies they used to meet those challenges. To help illustrate the kinds of comments participants made within categories, we include excerpts from participants within this section. Quotations are identified by participant number; within quotations, bracketed ellipses indicate places where content has been removed for clarity or brevity, while unbracketed ellipses denote pauses in participants’ speech. As noted in Table 1, most participants had internships, but we do not differentiate among demographic groups in the excerpts as our goal in this study is to provide a deep understanding of participants’ challenges and strategies overall, not to compare experiences across any specific categories; such comparisons are planned for future work.

4.1 Challenges

To situate the significant challenges our participants reported in their first three months of work, we first identify what they reported actually doing in that time period, drawing on the weekly quantitative surveys. The results indicate that the most common activities across these first twelve weeks were team meetings, project planning, and engineering calculations. Fig. 3 shows the percentage of respondents who reported engaging in a given activity each month.

As Fig. 3 shows, our participants engaged in a wide range of activities that are typical of the tasks included in capstone design projects and reported across the literature on engineering work. Moreover, as expected from studies on how working engineers spend their time, the social dimensions (team meetings, planning, writing) are as or more prominent than the technical dimensions (e.g., CAD modeling, engineering calculations). Activities the participants marked as “Other” pertained mainly to training, a category not included on the quantitative survey. Within that category, the frequency drops substantially after the first month, which would align with initial onboarding practices typically present within the first few weeks of work. As to be expected, higher profile activities that depend upon knowledge of projects and understanding client relationships, such as writing reports and interacting with clients, showed increases over the span of participants’ first three months on the job.

When we turn from activities to challenges, we find that our participants reported significant challenges across all five categories, with challenges related to Self-Directed Learning (reported by 49 of 53 participants) and Teamwork & Communication (reported by 48 of 53 participants) being most...
common. Fig. 4 shows the percentage of participants whose reflective survey responses included at least one significant challenge in a given category.

In addition to being the most common by participant—i.e., virtually all participants reported these challenges—Self-Directed Learning and Teamwork & Communication were also the two most frequently reported categories—i.e., each participant typically cited in multiple weeks: of 962 coded challenges, 39% (357) were related to Self-Directed Learning and 27% (263) were related to Teamwork & Communication. The following subsections draw on both the reflective surveys and the interviews to provide detailed descriptions of each challenge category.

4.1.1 Self-directed learning

Self-Directed Learning, which encompasses managing and monitoring one’s activities at work, was the most commonly reported category as participants described challenges associated with managing knowledge, time, and attention. The most prominent of these was managing knowledge, both in terms of not knowing how to do a given task—most often related to technical engineering work—and in terms of not knowing what resources were needed for the task or where those resources could be found. Multiple participants experienced challenges in terms of engaging in technical work they had not learned in school, as the following quotes illustrate:

“...the job that I am doing is not directly related to a lot of my experience from my courses in college.” [#1109]

“The simulations used several plugins that required fairly detailed knowledge of electromagnetics, which is not really taught to [mechanical engineering] students outside of physics and a little bit in circuits classes.” [#2166]

“[Writing] the [standard operating procedure] was challenging because [my manager] asked me to write it for [specific equipment], which are pieces of equipment I don’t know how to use, or much of anything about.” [#4136]

“This was tough because I had very little experience using [specific CAD package].” [#1111]

As these quotations suggest, participants lacked knowledge with respect to topics, pieces of equipment, software packages, company-specific techniques, and more. Lack of knowledge was, in fact, the most common code within Self-Directed Learning, reported 97 times in the reflective surveys across 37 participants. Often these challenges intersected with participants’ needs to locate key information as they struggled to identify whom to ask or where to find relevant documentation, or were linked to joining an ongoing project for which the more experienced and knowledgeable members of the team may not have had time to bring the new engineer up to speed.

With respect to managing time, participants experienced challenges associated with tight deadlines and the pressure to finish projects under time constraints. For example, as one participant explained:

“[...] it was the first time I’ve been a part of the final scramble before a design issue. There were a few days where we were all working kind of furiously to get the big parts of the design down and labeled, and I was getting a ton of emails about different tasks to try to complete before the issue. [...] I had my first experience having to stay late at the office for a deadline, which is something I have come to learn from the more experienced engineers here that I will get used to doing pretty often. The mechanical engineers in the [location] office...”
working with us were also meeting and presenting to [client] today, so even today I was still being given tasks to do and presentation slides to prepare."  [#3145]

A number of participants described similar experiences, but also noted the ways in which work deadlines differed from school. As one participant noted:

"So at [University], all the timelines were hard dates; here they're all hard dates, but there's bigger consequences here if you go over time or if you have to request more time. The testing we do can be extremely expensive sometimes. We have some tests that cost $30,000 a day just to do [. . .]. If your testing runs over and it's costing your customer a lot more money, and [. . .] as engineers our job is to try and keep costs down."  [#2159]

Managing time at work is thus often more complex for new engineers not only because of the intensity of the deadlines, but also because of the associated consequences in terms of cost and business commitments.

Finally, participants also identified challenges associated with managing attention and engagement. For many, these challenges centered on lack of work; as one explained, "I've found it difficult to manage the lack of work I've gotten this week. I'm yearning to feel as part of the team and really contribute to the company's progress, but haven't had a steady stream of work that has been asked of me."  [#1108] In other cases, as they shifted from a fluid student schedule to a standard industry workday, participants struggled with work that was tedious; they described challenges such as "staying focused when reading 500 page documents every day"  [#1122] or "staying focused and motivated during my 9 hour work day."  [#3150]

4.1.2 Teamwork & communication

As noted in Fig. 4, almost all participants also experienced significant challenges working in teams and communicating with a range of individuals. In some cases, these challenges were associated with formal situations such as reports, presentations, client meetings, or structured team meetings, but more often, the challenges centered on informal interactions with coworkers and managers. In part, these challenges were linked to participants' status as newcomers, as in the following comment:

"For me, in [capstone design] I felt like I could talk to the team openly about [a conflict]. We would have team meetings where I felt more comfortable to just talk about it. Whereas now, I don't feel comfortable doing that because I'm also new and I . . . At [University], I knew people. They were my friends and it was totally different to talk about it openly. Whereas here, it's like I just started and I don't want to create unnecessary tension."  [#3146]

As this excerpt illustrates, participants throughout their first three months often struggled to learn to interact with more established members of their team or company. Some of these challenges centered on problems that participants were hesitant to address. Others involved the process of simply getting work done. One participant, for example, described the challenge of holding co-workers accountable for work:

"I think [my biggest challenge is] probably interacting with the different people. I mean, I am honestly still kind of afraid to talk to my boss. He's still a little bit intimidating to me. And especially with the project management stuff, meeting all the new people and, you know, almost taking like a box figure with the project management stuff. Not officially a box; that's probably not the best word for it, but having to go up to people and be like, 'Hey, I need this by this time, can you get it to me now?' type of thing. So I think just general people interaction with professionals has been a little more difficult for me."  [#1122]

In other cases, the challenges participants describe reflect the demographic shift involved in moving from a college environment surrounded by people of similar age and educational backgrounds to a more diverse workplace. One participant, for example, highlighted the need to communicate across disciplinary boundaries:

"We had a few times where there was actual networking opportunities [within] our [Company] team. I don't know if other teams had more opportunities, but it's huge for the job right now. Just having that ability to deal with a network of people and kind of building that group of people where you can look for resources from other people, or maybe you can be a resource to somebody, and just, again, getting to know how to just communicate with a lot of people from a lot of different disciplines. That would've been one thing I would've loved to learn."  [#4131]

In other cases, participants described learning to communicate across age and experience levels:

"Another one would be that, when I was in capstone, I was managing a team of college students, ranging from the age of 21 to 24. It was very different managing that team, whereas at work, it's managing analysts who are between the ages of 25 and 55. You get that different kind of exposure to just the different age groups that could be in the real world."  [#4135]

Still other participants described learning to work with unionized workers, vendors, technicians, and team members across a variety of day-to-day contexts. One participant summed it up as follows:

"[The challenge is] keeping track of all of the different relationships between myself and the guys on the shop floor, and kind of managing those relationships as well as myself and the other engineers in my group, and then as well as myself and the customer, the ultimate customer. And I know it's very broad, but I think that sort of dynamic has been the most challenging
thing for me. But I think that goes back to the idea of being a professional, and that’s probably the most foreign thing to me.” [#1120]

As these excerpts suggest, as participants transition from school to work, they have to negotiate a far more complex and diverse set of relationships in their professional lives. Communication and teamwork are among the most complex—the most “foreign”—aspects of their transition.

4.1.3 Technical work

As might be expected from the lack of knowledge described under Self-Directed Learning, participants also reported significant challenges associated with the technical aspects of their work. These challenges included pragmatic tasks such as learning new software (such as CAD packages and a full range of other products), performing calculations and analysis, and learning new equipment, as well as what might be classified as more conceptual tasks such as generating or refining design concepts and managing ambiguity. For example, one participant highlighted the challenges associated with integrating and refining design concepts as a significant challenge:

“I think the most challenging part . . . I think probably bringing together design concepts from all of the influencers. We are a subsidiary of a company, but we’re also another one of their subsidiaries, and so they’re headquartered in [country] and they have an R&D group up there, and of course they also have a lot of opinions about what should and shouldn’t be included on things, as well as our team does. I think getting down to the brass tacks of what needs to be on something, and kind of getting everybody on the same page and moving forward and not backtracking [is a big challenge].” [#1113]

As this excerpt illustrates, such technical challenges are also often linked to Teamwork & Communication challenges—here “getting everybody on the same page” and dealing with diverse opinions.

In other cases, the technical challenges were much more pragmatic, linked to the workings of a particular piece of equipment or software. One participant, for example, described traveling with their boss for a demonstration at a customer site:

“My boss had actually gone down the week before with the unit and couldn’t get [the equipment] to work. I drove down on Sunday with [a new one] and set it up Monday. We were doing a demo on Tuesday. By the time the demo came around, everything was okay, but Monday, there were parts that were in the wrong place. There was a gas leak in part of the gas train. Getting help at the facility was really difficult. Everything that could’ve gone wrong did.” [#1105]

Also prominent were technical challenges associated with learning new software packages. Participants’ reflective journals detailed their struggles in “learning to navigate [Company’s] internal systems for creating and tracking parts and jobs,” [#2418] “learning how to use all of the specific programs for the different aspects of my job,” [#2485] “learning Microsoft PowerPoint professional,” [#1314] “working with outdated software to perform simulations that exceeded the normal scope of what was taught at [University] with this software,” [#4682] and a range of similar experiences. In some cases, these challenges were with CAD packages, but more often they were with myriad company-specific software tools integral to the work at hand.

Notably, while a majority of our participants reported significant challenges in their technical work during their first three months, these challenges were far less pervasive and prominent than those associated with Self-Directed Learning and Teamwork & Communication in that they were reported as the most significant challenge only once or twice for a given participant.

4.1.4 Identity

Challenges in Identity Development are those associated with how participants perceived themselves as engineers and/or employees, including learning their roles, feeling a part of the group, feeling competent, and thinking like an engineer. Approximately two-thirds of participants reported challenges associated with their identity as engineers; not surprisingly, among the codes in this category, “feeling competent” was the most common challenge. In some cases, participants’ perceptions of competence were linked to the demographic shift described earlier. One participant described it as follows:

“I don’t really have anyone around my age to compare myself with. I feel like if I came in with the whole class of new hires just out of college, I could compare notes and be like, “Oh you know compared to this guy, I’m way ahead of him, but this guy knows a lot more than me” and something. The two owners of my company are both like 50 years old. . . They have been working in robotics for like 30 years. The electrical engineer I work with is like 40 and he has like two PhDs and stuff. The other designers are like 30. One guy is my age, but he didn’t go to college.” [#4137]

As this participant notes, many new graduates move from a school context in which all of their colleagues are at roughly the same level of experience into environments where they are the only or one of a few new hires, and their lack of knowledge and experience is immediately apparent.

This perceived lack of competence was also linked to both lack of knowledge and a strong desire to contribute to the company in many cases; as one participant explained:

“I wanna figure out how I can make myself an
important asset to [Company], instead of just being someone who can do anything that’s asked of me. It’s just hard for me to figure out how to do that when I’m still trying to figure out everything else and understand a project. But the appraisal season is coming up. I have my appraisal with my supervisor next week. We have to have an impact plan for how we want to progress ourselves in the upcoming year. I think just something that I’m trying to focus on is how to make myself an important piece of the mechanical team. [Co-worker 3] is really good at [specific program] modeling. [Co-worker 4] is really good at doing the controls. I want to become some sort of asset like that. I can master one piece and I can help other people with it. But it’s just hard for me, because I don’t know all the moving pieces of projects yet. It’s hard for me to know what is needed.” [#3145]

Many participants were acutely aware of what was expected of them and, even as they may have reported feeling generally prepared in their weekly quantitative responses, struggled with their inability to contribute productively given how much they needed to learn. Often this perception represents a marked shift from their experiences in school, as the following comment suggests:

“I have to . . . I don’t know, I just really was hoping that I would be doing more hard engineering. Because I felt like I needed something there; I felt that there wouldn’t be that steep learning curve [at work] and I could use knowledge I’d already gained. I wouldn’t have to go through and still feel like I’m in school almost. The first day they handed me a textbook and said, ‘Yeah you need to read this.’ I went, ‘okay.’ But just feeling like I’m lost again. Just not expecting to feel that way after I got out of school. I was shocked to my system and I had to get over with.” [#2171]

As illustrated by the experiences in Self-Directed Learning, almost all of our participants quickly recognized that they lacked key knowledge and skills needed for their current job, and this lack of knowledge challenged their identities as competent engineers. At the same time, as the excerpt above suggests, many participants also quickly learned “to get over it” and came to recognize that while they were still learning, they were also capable of developing the needed competencies.

4.1.5 Adulting

The four categories described previously focus on students’ experiences at work, and align with the a priori categories that formed the primary lens for our analysis of the data. The final category of challenges, Adulting, reflects participants’ experiences associated with being an independent adult working full time. These challenges include a range of non-work personal tasks such as buying a car or choosing health insurance, as well as challenges in balancing their professional and personal lives. At times, these Adulting challenges eclipse the challenges experienced on the job. Approximately a third of participants discussed such challenges in their reflective journals (22 of 53) and 3-month interviews; like Technical Work, however, such experiences typically occurred only once or twice during the first three months.

Like the shift in demographic context, new engineers also experienced a significant shift in the structure of their time. In response to the question about advice for new graduates, one participant put it this way:

“[I think I’m also probably just getting a little bit burned out. So I think that’s probably another thing I would give advice to is take care of yourself and if you feel burnt out, make sure that you prioritize yourself as well. Yeah. I haven’t, at least the past month, I haven’t been doing things that were helpful for me. I used to go to the gym a lot more frequently as a stress reliever, and the last month I haven’t been able to do that. So I haven’t been really necessarily taking care of myself because of my job. So I guess prioritizing yourself, too. Making sure that work life balance is in balance and not one thing taking over another.” [#3147]

In several cases, work/life balance challenges result from travel, as in the following example:

“The other thing, I think, that a lot of people, I think, that is challenging the work is, the travel aspect of it. ‘Cause they book our flights at, relatively, good times; like late afternoon, so you can go get a half day of work in, and then go travel the rest of the day. Sometimes, travel is very unexpected, and sometimes you get a six hour delay in Detroit, and you have to sit in the airport, and just wait for your flight to come. I guess that’s another challenging part. Just the little things about, like just [inaudible], and not being able to sleep in your own bed, and that kind of thing. Thinking that you’re, ‘Okay, well I have to travel for work. It’s kind of like work is making this challenging for me. You know?’” [#4135]

And finally, as noted above, Adulting challenges include life tasks that participants do not encounter in school. As one explained, he was “not prepared to be an adult—many benefits and 401k things that I wish I had known in school.” [#1106].

4.2 Strategies

While participants experienced a range of significant challenges during their first twelve-weeks of work, they also reported both feeling generally prepared for their work environments and having a full range of strategies to help them address those challenges.

With respect to preparedness, participants reported their perceived preparedness for each of the identified activities on a 7-point scale with 7 being “Completely prepared” and 1 being “Completely unprepared.” Although there were some tasks for which participants felt less prepared, overall participants’ perception of preparedness indicates that capstone design courses and the
engineering curriculum broadly do build students' confidence in their technical and professional abilities. Table 3 reports the average perceived preparedness score across the twelve weeks for all participants reporting an activity, as well as the average of the lowest score reported by each participant for each activity.

Given that 4 was “Neither prepared nor unprepared” and 5 was “Slightly prepared,” the data here suggest that in general, participants rarely found themselves wholly unprepared for their work experiences, although often their sense of preparation may have been only slight or moderate.

Notably, these data reflect only participants' perceptions of their preparedness, which may not correspond to manager or supervisor perceptions. However, the data do capture perceptions over a substantial time period in which these new engineers negotiated numerous challenges, received feedback from supervisors about their performance, and—perhaps in part because of the reflective practices promoted by the study itself—engaged in thoughtful self-evaluation of their work in the context of the expectations and practices of their coworkers. Thus their self-perceptions, particularly when considered across the full twelve weeks, are contextualized within the expectations of their workplaces.

This strong level of self-reported preparedness is echoed in participants' ways of approaching their most significant challenges. Our participants encountered a range of complex challenges in their first three months of work, but the reflective journals and interviews indicated that they also had an array of strategies to address those challenges. Fig. 5 summarizes these strategies, again displaying the percent of participants who reported employing a given strategy at least once during their first twelve weeks.

As described earlier, the codes for strategies emerged from the data itself, with the exception of “Drawing on capstone.” Since the reflective survey specifically prompted participants to reflect on whether and how their capstone design course helped prepare them for the challenge, it is not surprising that “Drawing on capstone” was a common code, and the question itself may have acted as a metacognitive prompt that increased participants' tendency to draw on their capstone courses in addressing challenges.

The most common strategy across participants, as shown in Fig. 5, was talking with people. Throughout both the reflective journals and the interviews, participants recount instances of observing and asking for help from coworkers, supervisors, technicians, and other colleagues as a means to address their lack of knowledge and to learn more about their role and the organization as a whole. While participants also sought resources such as websites, internal company documentation, manuals, and other informational material, interacting with other employees—whether formally assigned mentors or simply other colleagues—was the dominant approach to addressing the full range of significant challenges. Comments such as the following were frequent across the data set:

“I reached out to our parts room supervisor and asked what he knew about the processes.” [#1118]
“I talked to more experienced engineers about modifications I could make to the design to improve it. I used some of their suggestions for my new design.” [#1123]
“I asked questions of the other people working on the task.” [#2166]
“I just started to talk to people. And I lowered the threshold at which I get help.” [#4127]

Participants also highlighted ways in which these interactions supported not just immediate knowledge acquisition, but also relationship building and engagement. As one explained:

“Talking to different engineers and asking questions has been the biggest way for me to learn, because I can ask the same question to four people and get four different answers, and that ultimately helped me gain the knowledge as well as the perspective from four different people. But I think at the end of the day it [also] helps me to keep from not being bored, so if I’m working on something and I kind of get it but I could probably figure it out on my own, it’s a whole lot easier for me to just go find a person who I know knows and talk to them and maybe chat for a little bit.” [#1120]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity*</th>
<th>Average Perceived Preparation</th>
<th>Average Minimum Preparation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presentations (n = 26)</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report Writing (n = 39)</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Meetings (n = 56)</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Calculations (n = 43)</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototyping/Testing (n = 29)</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Meeting (n = 36)</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Concepts (n = 41)</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD Modeling (n = 38)</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Planning (n = 50)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (n = 36)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budgeting (n = 23)</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* n = number of participants reporting the activity and thus included in the average.

Table 3. Average Perceived Preparedness for Activities Reportedly Engaged in during the First Twelve Weeks of Work
These interactions also helped new engineers build confidence in their work more broadly, as suggested in the following comment:

“I reviewed [my work] with my senior engineer three or four times, and each revision I understood what I knew was unclear was wrong, and then I got a little bit better. Then [Date], we ended up releasing it. That was good because I saw where I started from and why I had a crappy one before. Then four iterations later I saw what was acceptable, what was good, what was better than good.” [#1111]

Such interactions were pervasive across new engineers’ experiences and formed a central tool participants used to address the challenges they experienced in their transition to professional work.

While talking to people in their current environment was the dominant strategy, most participants also drew on their capstone design courses to help address workplace challenges. To illustrate where and how capstone experiences were relevant, Fig. 6 displays the percent of participants who reported drawing on their capstone courses to address challenges by category.

While participants drew on capstone in ways related to each of the challenges, Self-Directed Learning was by far the most prominent area of transfer, not only in absolute terms (i.e., total number of participants), but also relative to the number of participants experiencing a given challenge. That is, 49 participants reported challenges relative to Self-Directed Learning, and 45 drew on capstone experiences in this area; in contrast, 40 participants reported challenges in Technical Work, but only 24 drew on capstone in this area. Such patterns would be expected given that a primary goal of capstone design courses and instructors is to provide students with real-world scenarios that push them to apply their knowledge to unfamiliar, open-ended problems. One participant, in response to an interview question about similarities between their capstone experience and their work experience, framed it this way:

“I guess the general . . . just being able to absorb new information very quickly; that’s been the biggest similarity [to capstone], I think, and being able to retain that information and apply it to different systems. Just the general trying to figure out the next step before . . . [My capstone professor] would always tell us to instead of waiting for your [industry] liaisons, just jump into it, and then ask them what to do differently and how to improve the process and to essentially guide us into the right direction after we’ve attempted it. I think that’s been a big part of the job as well, just because there are only like three leads, and there are like 20 of us, so it’s hard for them to be everywhere all at once. It’s like moving onto the next step: if I have a question, to ask it, but also if I can’t ask someone, just to try to figure it out, think through it logically and just go through that process. I guess that’s been the biggest similarity.” [#3155]
Capstone experiences played a similarly prominent role in helping participants address challenges related to Teamwork and Communication; 48 participants reported challenges in this area, and 39 reported drawing on capstone design. Areas of transfer ranged from the overall practice of working in teams and managing projects to interacting with clients and supervisors professionally to negotiating conflicts, as the following examples suggest:

“I felt very prepared for [this challenge]. Having to convince someone smarter and older than you about something you have researched more thoroughly than them could be the motto of the [university] capstone course.” [#4136]

“Based on my capstone experience, I felt fairly prepared because I didn’t know anyone on the team originally but still had to learn to work with them.” [#1109]

“As far as the design course I took goes that really helped me in terms of communication and understanding the nuances of professional courtesies and etiquette especially when it comes to Skype calls or video conferencing.” [#4128]

Across our participants, capstone courses provided experiences that help them learn to interact with a range of colleagues in a variety of contexts.

As indicated in Fig. 6, participants also transferred knowledge about Technical Work and perceptions of competence (Identity Development), but at much lower rates, as would be expected given that most our participants moved into positions that differed from their capstone experiences and shifted from being seniors at the end of their college careers to being brand new engineers among teams of far more experienced individuals.

5. Discussion

Our findings relative to the activities and significant challenges participants report during their first three months of work align with and extend findings from prior research on both engineering work and student transitions. Consistent with findings from Bucciarelli [6], Anderson et al. [8], Stevens et al. [4], and others, our participants engaged in what might be considered the traditional “technical” engineering work of CAD modeling and calculations within larger socio-cultural team-based contexts: team meetings, informal interactions with coworkers at all levels, and meetings with clients surrounded and in some cases dominated the technical work. And as Korte [33], Brunhaver et al. [40], and Lutz [34] all noted, much of the newcomer transition experience is grounded in social interactions. Among our participants, interactions with managers and coworkers represented some of the most significant challenges they experienced in moving from school to work, but also represented a primary strategy for addressing challenges and learning on the job. The findings reported here demonstrate both the pervasiveness and the complexity of negotiating these interactions.

In addition to confirming and deepening earlier findings for a new generation of engineers, however, this study also points to the critical role that the project-based, industry-oriented capstone courses at the heart of this study played in preparing students for the transition to work. As noted earlier, studies of capstone faculty nationally highlight the importance this group places on creating course environments that simulate authentic industry experiences [16, 23, 24]. Capstone faculty nationally provide projects that push students not only to
integrate prior knowledge but also to learn new skills; simultaneously, they role model the professional behaviors and attitudes essential to professional work and create course structures that seek to foster those behaviors and attitudes in students [41]. The courses from which our participants are drawn exemplify these practices, and the value of this approach is evident in both the challenges students face and the extent to which they perceived their capstone experiences as effective preparation for those challenges.

Perhaps most notable in this context is the prominence of self-directed learning. Our participants consistently faced projects, equipment, and software that were unfamiliar, and encountered concepts that they had not learned in school. A substantial percentage of their significant challenges in the first three months involved learning complex new information. This heavy demand for lifelong learning—despite its recent removal from accreditation criteria as an essential student outcome [12]—aligns closely with the emphasis in capstone design courses on open-ended design projects that push students outside their comfort zone to acquire and apply new knowledge and skills. Importantly, beyond presenting students with challenging open-ended projects, the capstone courses our participants experienced also focused strongly on mentoring students through that learning process. Consistent with larger national trends in which faculty report helping students learn how to learn (rather than providing answers) [23, 24, 41], participants in this study noted the ways their capstone mentors prepared them for this self-directed learning through coaching and modeling effective learning behaviors. These findings—the prominence of self-directed learning challenges and the role that capstone design plays in preparing students to face those challenges—underscore the need to scope capstone projects that mirror the open-ended, multifaceted problems characteristic of engineering workplaces [4]. At the same time, the findings also reinforce the importance of developing capstone faculty’s ability to effectively mentor students through such projects—a type of guidance Adams et al. refer to as “integrated knowing” [27] that represents the unique pedagogical content knowledge of design educators.

The reported challenges and strategies also point to the importance of professional communication and teamwork practices in the capstone course, and extend the scope of what those skills entail. Beyond formal report writing, presentations, and structured team meetings, both the challenges and the strategies described by our participants relied heavily on interpersonal communication and interactions with a highly diverse group of people—diverse in terms of ages, education levels, and project roles. Each of the capstone courses in this study, like other such courses nationally [15], focus on teamwork and communication, including formal and informal interactions as well as conflict management, professional demeanor, and related skills. These teamwork and communication practices formed a significant source of preparation and transfer for the participants in this study, and highlight the need to conceptualize the capstone course in terms that reach well beyond “design” as a narrowly technical process.

While capstone courses can provide opportunities for students not only to expand their capacities in self-directed learning, teamwork and communication, and technical work, but also to build their identities as engineers, there are important dimensions of the transition from school to work that capstone design courses cannot replicate. For example, while capstone courses can begin to prepare students for the kinds of team dynamics they will experience at work, that preparation is limited in that, given the context of a university course, students typically only interact with a fairly narrow band of individuals. Capstone teams may be diverse in terms of gender, race, or ethnicity, but are rarely diverse in terms of experience levels, education levels, or age. Yet these are key differences between school and work that pose challenges as individuals transition from one environment to the other. Industry-oriented projects, where students do have the chance to engage with more experienced engineers, can offer some diversity in terms of age, as can opportunities for students to engage professionally with technicians, lab managers, and others in fabrication environments. But even in the best circumstances, such interactions are necessarily limited and students’ dominant interactions in most universities are with equal peers and with faculty; exceptions, of course, would be programs with high populations of non-traditional adult students. This gap points to the need for companies to consider how best to transition new engineers into a more diverse work environment. Capstone courses can promote attitudes, but can rarely provide representative experiential learning in this space.

Similarly, while capstone projects can simulate some workplace challenges in terms of time pressures and competing demands, they cannot fully replicate the financial and business consequences found in industry or the time constraints of a workplace in which their professional colleagues work during business hours and head home to families and personal lives after work. Participants in this study noted differences such as being able to devote as much time as needed to school tasks, while work
tasks must often be billed under budget constraints (particularly, for example, in consulting work). Similarly, they noted that while their student teammates were able to get together and work late into the night, in many cases their new work colleagues headed home at the close of the business day.

Finally, consistent with Huff et al.’s work on new engineers’ professional identity trajectories [35, 42], capstone design courses—and even engineering curricula broadly—cannot prepare students for the broader challenges of emerging adulthood as they seek to separate and balance their developing personal lives with their professional commitments. Experiences such as buying insurance, setting up households, and learning to schedule personal tasks such as exercising and socializing after-hours influence how students experience the transition to work, but again, are well beyond the scope of capstone courses, and in fact, generally beyond the contemporary residential university. Traditional undergraduate students simply have fewer adult responsibilities and have the freedom to intermingle work and personal activities much more flexibly than post-graduation professionals.

6. Conclusions

This paper describes results from a study investigating engineering students’ transitions from academic to professional environments and the role that capstone design courses play in preparing graduates for the workplace. After recruiting participants from four different institutions as they completed their capstone design experiences, we followed them through their first three months of work through weekly surveys about work activities and perceived preparedness and weekly reflective journal responses about significant challenges. We were especially interested in the following two research questions: (1) What significant challenges do new engineers experience as they transition from academic programs to professional engineering workplaces?, and (2) What strategies do new engineers use to meet those challenges?

The results of the quantitative and qualitative data analysis indicate that participants engaged in a wide range of tasks during their first twelve weeks of work, often with social dimension tasks occurring as frequently or more often than technical dimension tasks. Within the various tasks, self-directed learning and interpersonal communication were the most commonly reported challenges, followed by technical work, identity development, and adulting. Participants reported feeling generally prepared for the tasks and having a full range of strategies—including talking to people and drawing on capstone—to address the challenges they faced. In particular, participants drew on their capstone experiences for all types of challenges, especially those related to self-directed learning.

Capstone courses have the potential to play a large role in successfully preparing new graduates for the tasks and challenges they are likely to encounter in their professional work environments, yet we do recognize the hazards of treating the capstone course as a catch-all for covering professional skills and topics deemed desirable for graduates. It is important to remember that school provides baseline knowledge, but engineers will enter workplaces with steep learning curves where they will perform activities they did not learn in school. No matter what the structure of a capstone course, some things simply cannot be replicated, such as age diversity, the cost of time, and workday demands. Beyond the impossibilities of replicating irreplaceable circumstances, capstone courses already suffer from being overloaded with demands of teaching multiple technical as well as organizational and communication skills; to add more would likely stretch the capacity of existing resources and dilute the depth of topics covered. Organizations hiring engineering graduates must share a role in facilitating successful school-to-work transitions by enculturating new employees and providing them with the training and resources necessary to be able to draw upon their educational preparation, including the experiences from the capstone course. Ideally, new engineers’ academic grounding and industry onboarding experiences act in concert to result in productive, effective, and satisfying work.

7. Future work

While the findings presented here represent a major contribution to our understanding of the role of capstone design courses in new engineers’ transitions from school to work, more work remains. Notably, data collection for the present study is currently underway with a second cohort of students from the four study sites. This expanded data set will allow us to check for cohort effects and provide a larger data set that will better support statistical analysis. We can also then analyze the full data set to explore not only patterns beyond the first three months, but also examine the impact of variables such as study site, company size, employment sector, and gender. Notably, a comparison between the mechanical engineering and engineering science programs can also help illuminate the extent to which challenges are discipline-specific. The full data set also offers opportunities to build on work by Huff et al. [35, 42] in engineering identity to better understand how individuals experience identity trajectories as they move from students to
practicing engineers. With this full data set, we look forward to providing recommendations that can shape future pedagogical decisions as well as help inform industry onboarding practices.
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Appendix 1: Capstone Design Learning Objectives from Four Sites

Site A:
- Design mechanical and/or thermal systems using engineering, science, and mathematical methodologies.
  The design process includes the following steps: problem recognition and definition, concept generation and selection, design communication and review, and project management.
- Understand the following: team dynamics, ethical responsibilities of the engineer, generation and protection of intellectual property, professionalism in behavior and dress, and design documentation.

Site B:
- Gain a thorough overview of the design procedure that is followed by today’s mechanical engineers.
- Obtain an understanding of design principles and practices that should assist them in making informed design decisions and in solving complex problems.
- Develop the framework for understanding how various mechanical engineering technologies are used in the design process.

Site C:
- Design an appropriate solution to a real-world engineering design problem.
- Understand, apply, and manage the engineering design process.
- Communicate effectively through oral, written, and visual means.
- Work effectively as a member of a diverse team.
- Exercise professional responsibility, ethical reasoning, and contextual awareness.
- Evaluate academic experience and professional training in light of future career and educational goals.

Site D:
- Develop an understanding of the necessary professional skills needed to succeed in industry.
- Understand how to collaboratively work in a team toward a common design.
- Become proficient at written technical communications.
- Become proficient at oral technical communications.
- Become proficient at managing long term projects.
- Become proficient at integrating technical skills to successfully complete a project.
- Develop the knowledge and ability to use skills in heat transfer, fluid mechanics, circuits, etc. to perform engineering analysis.
- Generate alternative design concepts and evaluate using design requirements.
- Apply engineering design skills to create CAD models and drawings to build professional prototypes.
- Use results of engineering analysis to make decisions (engineering and business) in a methodical manner.
- Fabricate and test physical prototypes to help make decisions.
# Appendix 2: Full Codebook

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Subcode</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adulting</td>
<td>Challenges associated with being an adult in the world rather than a student, being independent, including . . .</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-work Personal Tasks</td>
<td>Balancing personal and professional aspects of life (e.g., having enough time for personal things, being tired at work because of personal activities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work/Life Balance</td>
<td>Anything associated with life outside work (buying a car, opening a bank account, relationships, family, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Work</td>
<td>Challenges associated with engineering design and technical work, including . . .</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ambiguity/Uncertainty in Design</td>
<td>. . . uncertainty in the design process itself—e.g., not knowing which design decision to make or which approach to take</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAD Modeling</td>
<td>. . . modeling something using CAD or learning CAD software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineering Calculations</td>
<td>. . . performing engineering calculations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineering Design- Other</td>
<td>. . . any other aspect of technical engineering work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>. . . learning or working with new equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generating/Refining Design Concepts</td>
<td>. . . creating or developing design concepts or plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problem/Requirement Definition</td>
<td>. . . defining the design problem itself, understanding requirements or specs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Budgeting</td>
<td>. . . developing or sticking to a project budget, cost estimating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prototype/Testing</td>
<td>. . . creating prototypes or testing designs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software (non-CAD)</td>
<td>. . . using or learning software other than CAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineering Design-Other</td>
<td>. . . any other aspect of engineering design or technical work broadly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity Development</td>
<td>Challenges associated with seeing oneself as an employee and/or an engineer, including . . .</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feeling competent</td>
<td>. . . feeling hesitant or uncertain about one’s skills, abilities, and knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feeling part of the group</td>
<td>. . . feeling connected to or integrated with others at work; sense of belonging; fitting in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identity-Other</td>
<td>. . . any other challenge associated with how the participant perceives themselves in the work environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning role</td>
<td>. . . knowing what one’s role is and/or how one fits into the team or company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thinking like an engineer</td>
<td>. . . knowing how to make engineering decisions or justify ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Directed Learning</td>
<td>Challenges associated with managing and monitoring one's own time and activities, including . . .</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finding Resources</td>
<td>. . . knowing what resources are needed for a task and/or where to find them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finding Work/Keeping busy</td>
<td>. . . finding things to do at work (e.g., during slow times or between projects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of knowledge</td>
<td>. . . not having the information, skills, background, etc. to take on tasks; not knowing enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDL- Other</td>
<td>. . . not having the information, skills, background, etc. to take on tasks; not knowing enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time Management</td>
<td>. . . balancing time among different work tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time Pressure</td>
<td>. . . dealing with short/tight deadlines and/or a fast pace at work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work Ethic</td>
<td>. . . maintaining a commitment to work e.g., long work days, staying engaged, doing routine or boring tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork &amp; Communication</td>
<td>Challenges associated with working in teams or communicating clearly, including</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Meeting</td>
<td>. . . meeting with customers, clients, or other external stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Presentation</td>
<td>. . . developing or giving a formal presentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal Presentation</td>
<td>. . . developing or giving an informal presentation (e.g., to coworkers or supervisors)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal Writing</td>
<td>. . . writing something other than a formal report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal—General</td>
<td>. . . communicating or interacting with others in the workplace (e.g., colleagues)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal—Manager/Supervisor</td>
<td>. . . communicating or interacting with a manager, supervisor, or others higher up in the organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Planning/Logistics</td>
<td>. . . organizing work among members of a team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T&amp;C—Other</td>
<td>. . . any other aspect of communication and teamwork</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Meeting</td>
<td>. . . conducting or participating in a meeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Reports</td>
<td>. . . writing formal documents such as reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Challenges not captured by other codes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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